
 Here in the Garden  

 Briony Stewart 

 As the seasons change, a  

 young boy shares the magic  

 of his garden with a special  

 friend--a pet rabbit that  

 died. Fountas & Pinnell: K 

 

               What Does It Mean    

                            to be Global 

                             Rana DiOrio 

            Children learn what it  

  means to be global through  

 exploring, appreciating, and  

  respecting the traditions of 

children from around the world. Fountas & Pinnell: K 

 

 School Days Around the World/    

 Margriet Ruurs 

 Describes what school environ-   

 ments are like for children in  

 thirteen countries around the  

 world--Canada, China, Cook Islands,   

 Denmark, Ethiopia, Germany, Hon- 

 duras, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Singa-

pore, Turkey, U.S.A., Venezuela. Fountas & Pinnell: M 

 

                   Nasreen’s Secret School:  

         A True Story from Afghanistan 

                                    Jeanette Winter 

Nasreen lives with her grandmother  

       in Afghanistan--she has stopped  

  speaking after the Taliban take her  

  parents.  After enrolling in a secret  

  school, and with the help of a good   

 friend, Nasreen slowly begins to break out of her shell. 

                                                              Fountas & Pinnell:  O 

 
 

   

 Life on an Aircraft Carrier  

 Heather Moore Niver 

 An introduction to life on an aircraft  

 carrier, covering the crew and jobs on  

 board, the equipment, weapons,  

 search and rescue, and more.   

 Fountas & Pinnell: V 

 

 

                 Rainforest Food Chains  

     Molly Aloian & Bobbie Kalman 

  Provides an introduction to rain 

forest ecosystems, explains what  

food chains are, follows the food  

chain in a rain forest habitat from  

 the sun, to plants, to herbivores,  

          carnivores, omnivores, and  

  scavengers and examines a rain   

        forest food web, and looks at threats to rain forests.  

                                                                 Fountas & Pinnell: S 

 

 Because I Am a Girl: I Can Change   

 the World / Rosemary McCarney 

 Illustrates Plan Canada's Because I  

 Am a Girl mission to end gender ine- 

 quality, promote girls' rights, and lift  

 millions of girls out of poverty by  

 telling stories of girls around the   

 world. Includes the countries of  

Canada, Nepal, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, South Sudan, 

Uganda, and Zimbabwe. Fountas & Pinnell: W 

 



 Tiger and Turtle / James Ruord 

 A tiger and a turtle are both in  

 pursuit of a seemingly insignifi- 

 cant flower.  They argue over it   

 until a fight breaks out between 

 them.  They are worthy oppo-

nents, for a tiger's claws cannot 

harm a turtle's shell any more than a turtle's feet can 

outrun a tiger's. Who will win? Fountas & Pinnell: L 

 

               Wabi Sabi / Mark Reibstein 

   Wabi Sabi, a cat living in the city of  

      Kyoto, learns about the Japanese  

                 concept of beauty through  

             simplicity as she asks various  

             animals she meets about the    

        meaning of her name. Text in English with haiku in  

                       Japanese characters. Fountas & Pinnell: M 

 

 The Umbrella Queen  

 Shirin Yim Bridges 

 Young Noot lives in a village in  

 Thailand where everyone makes  

 umbrellas.  She dreams of painting  

 the most beautiful one and leading   

 the annual parade as Umbrella  

Queen.  What comes of her untraditional designs? 

Fountas & Pinnell: M 

 

                              Dorje's Stripes  

                      Anshumani Ruddra   

Dorje, a Royal Bengal tiger, runs  

to safety at a Tibetan monastery.   

      Master Wu, a good-hearted  

  monk, tries to understand the  

            secret of Dorje's missing   

                      stripes. Includes an essay on Bengal tigers. 

                                                              Fountas & Pinnell: O 

Little White Duck: A Childhood in China 

                Na Liu & Andrés Vera Martínez  

      In graphic novel format, a young girl   

         describes in eight short stories her  

    experiences growing up in the city of  

   Wuhan in Hubei Province, China after   

      the death of Chairman Mao in 1976.  

                                   Fountas & Pinnell: P 

 

 The Boy Who Could Fly  

 Sally Gardner             

 When Billy Pickles' Dad leaves home to  

 live in New York, he gives Billy a  

 moneybox.  Billy's not sure where to  

 put in the money, and not sure why  

 his Dad has left.  Then, Billy goes to  

 New York to visit his father and  Italian  

 grandmother, and discovers the secret 

of his magic moneybox at last. Donated 

by Maya Kalbach, February 2016.  Fountas & Pinnell:  P 
 

 

                          Fog Mound, Book 1:  

                        Travels of Thelonious 

                Susan Schade & Jon Buller 

 At a time when animals only know  

    myths about the talking humans        

    who once dominated and nearly 

destroyed the world, a young chip-

munk escapes danger in the City of  

  Ruins and, with new friends, finds 

the Fog Mound, where all creatures       

               live in peace and harmony.  

                           Fountas & Pinnell: U 

 
 


